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Overview
An Electron Cyclotron (EC) system is one of
four auxiliary plasma heating systems to be
deployed in ITER [1]. The EC system consists of 170
GHz gyrotrons (RFPS; RF power source) with
associated high voltage power supplies (HVPS), a
set of evacuated transmission lines (TL) and
launchers, is designed to inject ≥ 20MW of
microwave power into the plasma for plasma
start-up, central H&CD and control of MHD
activity on the ITER Tokamak.
The ITER EC system is expected to realize the
challenges as an advanced microwave device for
the future plasma heating and current drive
applications. CW operation with 20MW injected
power represents a large step forward in the use of
the EC system as compared to the present state of
the art. It is anticipated difficulties in the
development and installation with complicated
procurement strategy under the international
cooperation project. It is noted that ITER became
the first fusion device qualified as basic nuclear
installations as of 9 November 2012. The EC
system especially for launchers shall comply with
specific requirements associated with nuclear
safety.

RFPSs and part of the TLs. The TLs pass through
the Building 13 to Building 11. The TLs offer a low
loss transmission of the microwave power from
RFPS to the launchers (~160m in length). Two
types of launchers are installed in Building 11, the
first type located in an equatorial port (EL;
Equatorial Launcher) and the second type located in
four upper ports (UL; Upper Launcher). There are
several Physics applications required of the EC
system, which partitions these applications between
the EL and the ULs. For the first plasma on ITER,
one third of the EC power is required while full
power of 20 MW will be available by the second
phase.
B15

B13
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EC system description

Fig. 1 Layout of the EC system with the power supplies and 24 gyrotrons in B15 (the RF
Building, upper left) and the transmission lines passing through B13 (the assembly hall) to B11
(the tokamak building) leading to the four upper and one equatorial launchers.

The EC system is installed in three buildings (see
figure 1). Building 15 houses the 12 HVPSs, 24

These subsystems are integrated together by
introducing a modular structure[2] to provide a

maximum operating flexibility and minimum
impact arising from component failure, e.g., a
single HVPS is feeding for two 1MW gyrotrons
such that the delivered power can be isolated in 2
MW increments when subsystem fails.
The HVPS system consists of 12 main, 24 body
and 8 anode (for triode gyrotrons) power supplies.
They will be procured by Europe and India
domestic agencies (DAs). The HVPSs are designed
to use the pulse step modulation technology which
enables fine voltage control with high frequency
modulation for gyrotron operation.
The RFPS is comprised of 24 gyrotrons which
will be supplied by four DAs of Europe, India,
Japan and Russian Federation. The output beam of
which TEM00 mode at the gyrotron’s diamond
window is to be converted to HE11 mode by the
Matching Optics Unit for highly-efficient coupling
with TL subsystem.
The TL subsystem is comprised of 24 lines of
corrugated waveguides with associated brunched
sections and components to guide RF power to
either the EL or the ULs. The TL also controls the
polarization for optimum plasma coupling,
monitors the RF power during operation and
switches the power to load for gyrotron
conditioning. To avoid the unnecessary losses, the
TL routing is designed to minimise the number of
the mitre bends which are between 7 to 9. The TL
subsystem is going to be provided by the US DA.
Two launchers are planned to achieve the
required functionality of central H&CD and the
off-axis CD for stabilizing MHD activity. These
functions will be fulfilled by the right
combinational use of the EL and the ULs. The
launchers are procured with the ex-vessel
millimetre wave subsystem which is comprised of
the diamond windows, the isolation valves and
roughly 15 m length of the ex-vessel waveguides.
These components together with the closure flanges
of the launchers form the first confinement barrier.
In addition, waveguide compensates for the torus
displacements (≤±25mm) due to temperature
variations, plasma disruptions, thermal quenches
and loss of coolant without any damage on the first
confinement function.
The single EL is to be deployed at the equatorial
port #14 and will be procured by Japan DA. A total
number of 4 ULs are going to be deployed in the
upper ports #12, 13, 15 and 16 with ex-vessel
millimetre wave subsystem for both EL and ULs
will be by Europe DA.

Future advancement
The EC system design is progressing towards the
final stage according to the 2020 first plasma date
with aiming at further enhancement of the EC
system capabilities. The ITER EC section is
proactive in promoting collaborations and joint
efforts among the international EC community,
through contracts and task orders, with the aim to
address the challenges and new technology
development needed to successfully achieve the
ambitious ITER requirements.
R&D is on-going to confirm reliable
performances: the gyrotron prototypes by both
Japan and Russian DAs have operated for 1MW
and ≥800sec; the launcher final designs are
advancing using a series of on-going task
agreements by Europe DA and Japan DA; the
whole EC system is controlled by the EC control
system, which is a new procurement arrangement to
be established with Europe DA and Japan DA; and
the functional capabilities of the EC system are
being validated by EC beam physics analysis which
verifies the heating and current drive potential for
each plasma operation scenario and to study power
management from break down to end of
ramp-down.
Future modifications under consideration
include: increase HVPS specifications to
accommodate possible future EC power upgrade up
to 1.4 MW per gyrotron; removal of Be from the
first wall for the EL and the ULs and introduce a 10
cm recession from the neighbouring wall mounted
blankets; and modification in the EL beam scan
direction from toroidal to poloidal plane in order to
double the driven current capability especially at
mid radius (see figure 2).
These challenges can offer a simplified technical
design and increase the functional capabilities of
the EC system for plasma heating and current drive
applications.

Fig. 2 The Project Change Request No. 505 has accepted into the baseline for implementation,
is proposing EL to have poloidal beam scan, enables doubling EC CD capability in region of
0.45 <ρ<0.6.
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